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Basic Block of Pipelined ADC Design Requirements
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Abstract. The paper describes design requirements of
a basic stage (called MDAC - Multiplying Digital-toAnalog Converter) of a pipelined ADC. There exist error
sources such as finite DC gain of opamp, capacitor
mismatch, thermal noise, etc., arising when the switched
capacitor (SC) technique and CMOS technology are used.
These non-idealities are explained and their influences on
overall parameters of a pipelined ADC are studied. The
pipelined ADC including non-idealities was modeled in
MATLAB - Simulink simulation environment.
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passes into the sub-DAC which converts it back to the
analog signal. This analog signal is subtracted from the
original sampled signal vin. The residual signal goes into
the opamp where it is amplified to the full scale range. The
residue for 1.5-bit stage is expressed mathematically by
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where vin is input signal of MDAC and Vref is voltage
reference, which depends on the maximum input signal
swing.

Pipelined ADC, MDAC, SC technique, MATLAB
model, thermal noise, opamp.

2. MDAC Design Requirements
1. Introduction
A pipelined ADC architecture offers good trade-off
between conversion rate, resolution and power consumption. Fig. 1 shows a conventional pipelined ADC
architecture. It consists of several cascaded stages (each
resolve n – bit), timing circuits and digital correction block.
The concurrent operation of all pipelined stages makes this
architecture suitable to achieve very high conversion rates.
The overall speed is determined by the speed of the single
stage.

Fig. 1. Pipelined ADC architecture.

First, the input signal vin is captured by the sample and
hold amplifier. Second, this signal is quantized by the subADC, which produces a digital output (n – bit). This signal

MDAC consists of four parts - sample and hold stage,
sub-ADC, sub-DAC and subtracting and amplifying stage.
All these parts are sources of non-idealities. It is necessary
to know important blocks, which have indispensable
influence onto overall properties, to achieve good
parameters such as resolution, power consumption and
speed.

2.1 MDAC Resolution
It is a difficult optimization problem to determine the
optimal number of bits resolved in each stage [1][2][3].
Typically a multi-bit first stage results in lower power
consumption and matching and also amplifier gain
requirements of the following stages. However the
implementation of multi-bit stage possesses two major
challenges. First, low feedback factor limits the maximum
sampling frequency to low-to-mid rates. Secondly, and
more importantly, multi-bit DAC requires several floating
switches. These floating switches are a serious impediment
to the design of low-voltage SC circuits. Due to this reason
a conventional 1.5-bit stage was employed. The SC
technique was utilized in the design of the MDAC to
obviate the need for floating switches [4].

2.2 Thermal Noise
Thermal noise is caused by random movement of
electrons in resistors. The thermal noise of resistor appears
as white noise and its spectral power is
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where k is B
Boltzmann connstant, T is thee temperaturee and R
is the resistorr value.

specification, both of these remedies inccrease the power
us, a fundameental trade-offf exists betw
ween
disssipation. Thu
theermal noise, speed
s
and pow
wer dissipatio
on. The impacct of
theermal noise on
n ADC is show
wn in Fig. 3.

All partticles at tempperatures abov
ve absolute zeero are
in random m
motion. Since electrons carrry charge, thhe thermal motion of electrons results in a random
r
curreent that
increases wiith temperatuure. This noisse current is in all
circuits and corrupts anyy signals passing throughh. The
sample and hold circuit is the most important
i
souurce of
noise in pipeelined ADC. Two
T
noise sou
urces are signnificant
in the samplle and hold ciircuit: the sam
mpling switchhes and
the sample annd hold ampliifier. The sam
mpling switch iis used
to sample thee input signal onto a sampling capacitor.. When
the input signnal is sampledd, noise from the sampling switch
is sampled byy the samplingg capacitor ass well.
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Fig. 2. S
Simple MOS sam
mpling circuit and
d its equivalent cirrcuit
w
with on-resistance and thermal noiise.

The theermal noise off switch is filteered by a singgle pole
response low
w-pass filterr created by the resistannce of
a switch andd sampling caapacitor. The transfer functtion of
the low pass filter is
ѡ

ѡ
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Total nnoise power can be obtaiined by integgrating
noise power spectral density over frequ
uency and it iss given
by
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where C is thhe size of the sampling
s
capaacitor.
Source of thermal noise
n
is comm
monly referredd to as
kT/C noise because the noise power is proportional
p
too kT/C.
mplifier also contributes thhermal
The sample and hold am
noise degraddation to the signal
s
while being processeed. The
contribution of the sampple and hold
d amplifier iis also
inversely prroportional to
t capacitancce. It is invversely
proportional to the loaad capacitancce in single stage
amplifier. It is inversely proportional
p
to
t the compennsation
capacitance in a Miller compensated amplifier. Thhermal
noise is perhhaps the mostt fundamental source of eerror in
pipelined AD
DC [11]. Sincce it is random
m error sourc e from
one sample to the next, it is not posssible to correect this
noise by callibration. Theermal noise can be alleviaated by
using large ccomponents (iincreases samp
pling capacitoor size)
or by oversaampling. How
wever, for a fix
xed input banddwidth

Fig. 3. Effect of thermal noisse.

When the overall noise is in MDAC about 10-8 V2, its
inffluence is sm
mall (ENOB = 9,67 bits). A higher nooise
above approxim
mately 10-6 V 2 is much more
m
critical for
EN
NOB. It is 9,1 bits for noisee 10-6 V2 and 5,8 bits for nooise
10
0-4 V2.
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2.3
3 Comparator Offsett
The offsett voltage of comparators (Fig.4) is m
main
sou
urce of errors in the sub-AD
DC of pipelineed ADC [5].
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3 mV (all coomparators in
n ADC) thankk
compaarator offset 30
to RSD
D (redundant signed digit) ccorrection [2][4].

2.4 Opamp
O
DC
C Gain Reqquirements
An
A opamp iss one of the most imporrtant buildingg
blockss in analog circuits
c
and aalso in switch
hed capacitorr
implem
mentation of pipelined A
ADCs [6]. Th
herefore, it iss
necesssary to study
y the impactt of the non
n-idealities off
opamp
ps on pipellined ADCs. Opamp co
ontains inputt
parasiitic capacitancce CP. The oopen loop DC
C gain of thee
opamp
p is A0.
Ф2

Fig. 4. Com
mparator offset in sub-ADC.
s

A comparaator producess an output signal
s
indicatting
wh
hether or not an input signnal is larger than
t
a referennce
lev
vel. When thhe comparatoor computes the differennce
bettween two innput signals, an internal offset
o
voltagee is
add
ded to this ddifference. Thhus, when thee two inputs are
clo
ose together, the comparaator may maake an incorrrect
deccision. When the comparattor makes wro
ong decision, the
outtput code is incorrect, annd the incorrrect referencee is
sub
btracted from the input. Thee result is residue that is outt of
ran
nge of the nextt stage of the pipeline
p
when
n amplified.
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F 6. Circuit diagram
d
with opam
mp.

The
T sampling capacitor CS and the feedb
back capacitorr
CF aree connected with
w input duriing the sampliing phase andd
samplling an input signal
s
on the ccapacitors. Th
he total chargee
stored
d on capacitorss CS and CF duuring samplin
ng phase is
.

0

.

(8))

Feedback
F
capaacitor CF is coonnected with
h output of thee
opamp
p and samplin
ng capacitor C S is connecteed with ±VDACC
or witth ground (deepending on tthe output off a sub-ADC))
during
g the amplifying phase. Thee total charge stored duringg
this cllock phase is given
g
by
.

.

.

(9))

-

wheree V is negative input of thee opamp and VDAC is outputt
signall from the sub-DAC.
The
T total charg
ge is conserveed
.

(10))

From
F
the abov
ve equation
.
.

Fig. 5. The eeffect of comparaator offset.

The effect of offset errror in compaarator on 1.5--bit
stage transfer fuunction is shoown in Fig. 5. The dotted lline
rep
presents ideal transfer funcction and the full line shoows
tran
nsfer functionn with offsett voltage in comparator.
c
T
The
INL
L and DNL oof the 10-bits pipelined AD
DC are small for

.

.

(11))

The
T feedback factor β depiccts how much
h of the outputt
voltag
ge of opamp is
i fed back too opamp inputt and is givenn
by
.

(12))

The
T DC gain requirement of opamp can
n be obtainedd
from (11).
(
Error portion due to fi
finite opamp gain
g should bee
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smaller than 1/4 LSB of reemaining reso
olution. The gaain can
be found from
m
.

.

.

(13)

n error of opaamp in
The efffect of the finnite DC gain
1.5-bit MDA
AC is shown in Fig. 7. It is transfer funcction of
1.5-bit stagee. The dottedd line repressents ideal trransfer
function and the full line shows
s
transferr function withh finite
DC gain erroor. The INL, DNL
D
for A0 = 20 dB are shhown at
the right sidee.

Fig. 8. The effect of capacitoor mismatch.

wh
here fs = 1/T is the samplinng rate of thee pipelined AD
DC,
N is the ADC reesolution, n is the MDAC reesolution and β is
thee feedback facctor.

2.6 Capacito
or Matchinng
The gain of SC MDAC
C is determin
ned by capaccitor
rattio CS/CF (Fig
g. 6). If the capacitors CS and CF are not
eq
qual, then an
n error propoortional to the
t
mismatchh is
geenerated in the residue outtput. Thus, acccurate capaccitor
maatching is req
quired to desiggn a high resolution pipeliined
AD
DC [7][8][9][10]. The capac
acitor value is given by

Fig. 7. T
The effect of finitte DC gain of opaamp.

2.5 Opam
mp Bandwid
dth Requirrements
The DC
C gain requireements of opaamp were defi
fined in
Section 2.4. In order to have
h
opamp which
w
is suffiiciently
settled withiin a given tiimeframe the opamp musst have
enough banddwidth. How
wever opamp which has a large
bandwidth rrequires high power conssumption - thhus to
minimize power it is criticcal to optimizze opamp banddwidth
[11].
Referrinng the settlingg error of thee first pipelinee stage
to the input oof the ADC annd noting thatt the total erroor must
be less the qu
quantization nooise (i.e. < 2-NN) the requiredd unity
gain frequenncy of the opaamp fGBW to acchieve N-bit ssettling
is thus given by
(14)

.

.

(
(15)

wh
here A is thee area of a ccapacitor, εox is the dielecctric
constant of silicon dioxide, toox is the thickn
ness of oxide, and
Cox
ea.
o is capacitance per unit are
Capacitancce value deppends on the area and oxxide
thiickness of capacitor.
c
Thee main causses of capaccitor
miismatch are due
d to over-etc
tching and thee oxide-thicknness
graadient. Since Cox is fixedd by process technology, the
accuracy of capacitance caan be impro
oved by sim
mply
inccreasing the area.
a
Howeveer, in SC circu
uits the accurracy
off capacitor rattio is more im
mportant than
n the accuracyy of
cap
pacitance beccause the gainn of MDAC is
i defined by the
cap
pacitor ratio CS/CF.
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The integrated circuit capacitor can be defined as
,

(16)

where ΔC is the mismatch error of capacitor C.
Then, the ratio of C´F to C´S can be written as
,
,

.

(17)

Accuracy of capacitor ratio can be improved if the
difference of the mismatch errors of both capacitors is as
small as possible. A mismatch error in the accuracy of
capacitor ratio due to over-etching can be minimized by
implementing capacitors with an array of small equal sized
unit capacitors. A mismatch error in the ratio accuracy of
capacitors due to the variation of oxide thickness can be
minimized by laying out capacitors in common centroid
geometry.
The influence of capacitor mismatch on the transfer
function of 1.5-bit MDAC is illustrated in Fig. 8. The
dotted line represents ideal transfer function and the full
line shows transfer function with capacitor mismatch. The
INL, DNL for C S´ = CS + 0.1CS is shown at the right side.
Ideal ENOB is 10 bits and after inclusion of mismatching
should be closely 10 bits. Therefore good matched
capacitor is needed.

Conclusions
This work deals with basic block of pipelined ADC
design requirements. In the first step MATLAB – Simulink
model was created, where the ADC resolution, offset of the
comparators, gain of the opamp and capacitor mismatch
error can be set. Influence of comparator offset is small
thanks to RSD correction. However the RSD correction of
offset is not infinite – depends mainly on a MDAC
resolution [1]. Minimum open loop gain of opamp is
defined in (13) and minimum opamp bandwidth in (14). An
exact value capacitor is impossible to be fabricated, but
mismatch error in the ratio accuracy of capacitors due to
the variation of oxide thickness can be minimized enough
by laying out capacitors in common centroid geometry.
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